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EVENTS 

LUHS GRADUATION CEREMONY 
The LUHS graduation ceremony was held on June 25 by 

Cultural Center. Student volunteers also contributed to the 

implementation of the celebration, who performed various 

tasks - from supervising the guests to the smallest details. The 

university, with the help of the Cultural Center and 

volunteers, managed to create a live celebration for the 

graduates.  

FRESHERS’ CAMP 
In the early autumn, freshman camps took place at legendary campsite of Latežeris.  MF freshman camp took 

place from 30th of August till 1st of September and was organised alongside with LiMSA organization and 

had “Olympian Gods” theme. SF, OF, VSF and FF freshman camp had “Village” theme and was organised 

together with SFD, VSSD and SOA organizations 

during 3-5th of September. And finally VA freshman 

camp had “Coechella festival” theme and was 

organised alongside with VASA organization during 

10 – 12th of September. Freshmans camps were 

sponcored by Eglės sanatorija, Elmenhorster, Red 

Bull, ENTRY pool club and Vero Cafe, and the very 

best teams of freshman students were rewarded with 

our sponcors gifts. During all camps student had an 

opportunity to get acquainted with various student 

organizations and their activities. Despite 

unfavorable weather conditions during camps, 

students did had great time, which they will 

remember for a long time. 

SEPTEMBER 1ST CELEBRATION 
This year, LSMU 's September 1 celebration finally happen. This year the 

students were delighted by the invited musical group "VELVET". Evelina 

Alūzaitė, President of the LSMU Student Union, also gave a speech to a 

community: “There is a feeling of solidarity! It’s good to go back to university, 

meet in person and prepare for future professions. However, it is very important 

to remember that you do not forget your social life, in university there are 

various sports organizations, art groups, organizations at the university. Let’s 

improve together and I want to wish you don’t be afraid to join the student 

community!” 



   

 

 

FIRST NIGHT 
There is no secret that saying goodbye to summer is extra hard for every student so that the seperation would 

not be as difficult LSMUSA organized the LSMU FIRST NIGHT'21 party, which has already become an 

inevetable tradition. Bringing an extrodinary vibe to the nightclub with the most iconic songs! The event took 

place on September 5th at the nightclub TABOO where the standart of art and luxury takes its physical form. 

WHITE COAT CEREMONY 
In White Coat ceremony I volunteered as an 

inspector of immunity passport. Before the 

event first year medicine students were 

rushing to auditorium of Januškevičius. In 

order to enter, Lithuanian and foreign 

students had to submit a document 

confirming vaccination or a PCR test which 

allows to participate in contact activities. The 

students were responsible, all submitted 

valid documents and with excitement waited 

to receive their first white coats. During the 

White Coat celebration, the first year 

students took the Oath of Hippocrates and 

hurried to take pictures with their colleagues 

and friends after having received the white coats.  

 

REPRESENTATION 

RESIDENCY MOTIVATIONAL INTERVIEWS 
Members of the Student Union of the Lithuanian University of Health Sciences in 2021. May - June participated 

in 26 residency motivational interviews: abdominal surgery, obstetrics and gynecology, allergology and clinical 

immunology, anaesthesiology and resuscitation, oral surgery, occupational medicine, dermatovenerology, 

physical medicine and rehabilitation, geriatrics, cardiology, vascular surgery, orthopedics , small animal 



  

 

surgery, small animal therapy, cardiac surgery, cardiac and thoracic 

surgery, urology, pediatric and endocrinology, pediatric and 

adolescent psychiatry, pediatric and neonatology, pediatric 

dentistry, veterinary and imaging diagnostics. The delegated 

students evaluated the the motivational interview, observed the 

work of the commission and filled forms, in which they noted all 

deviations. After analyzing these documents, the SA Academic 

Committee provided comments and recommendations for the 

improvement of residency motivational interviews for the 

Postgraduate Studies Center.  

 

ASSEMBLY OF THE LITHUANIAN 

NATIONAL UNION OF STUDENTS 
The last summer weekend was spent by the Baltic Sea 

in assembly of the Lithuanian National Union of 

Students where the 30th birthday of the Lithuanian 

National Union of Students was celebrated. The first 

day was very intense and interesting: we participated 

in the conference, where divided into working groups 

we not only met students from other universities or 

colleges, but also tried to implement the goals of the 

working group. In the working group of 

communication, we explained the importance of 

communication and the benefits it brings to one or other organisation. The topic of this group was “ Integration 

of the communication strategy of the Lithuanian national union of students into the communication of 

students’self-governments”. The next day was also active: after the previous work of the working groups was 

completed, we took part in an orienteering competition and spent time with other students. Later we allowed 

ourselves to relax and enjoy a bonfire on the seashore. It was a very fun, useful and interesting experience to 

participate in such an event. From there I brought a lot of knowledge and good emotions.  

LSMU SA – RSU SA MEETING 
On August 24, our Latvian colleagues from the Riga 

Stradins University Student Union visited us here in 

Kaunas. Together with the guests, we shared our 

experiences, presented the activities of the student unions 

and had a pleasant chat at the table of traditional Lithuanian 

and Latvian snacks. Latvians also got acquainted with our 

university, visited the library and the Lithuanian Museum 

of Medicine and Pharmacy, and went on an educational 

tour. They were extremely impressed with the tour and 

went home with the best impressions. 


